
White label payment provider
An unbranded ready-made payment provider solution that allows 

you to customise it with your brand and offer comprehensive 
payment processing services to other merchants.

How does it work?
Enter the payment market as a service vendor under a white label business model. It means you get an 
unbranded payment provider software, customise it with your brand identity and start offering payment 
processing to merchants and generating your interest.

Contact us

Benefits
By opting for the White label payment provider, you get to the market quicker and more efficiently. It 
enables you to concentrate on business performance and development strategies without diverting your 
attention to the technical aspects.

High-end ready-made software

We’ve taken care of all development hassles, 
including the essential part – developing a 
payment page with a clear and user-friendly 
design.

Non-stop maintenance

We continuously maintain and upgrade the 
software we provide to offer your clients 
uninterrupted service.

Security & compliance

Our solution complies with the strictest security 
standards, including the PCI DSS Level 1, and we 
undergo independent audits annually. We’ve 
taken care of the necessary tokenisation and 
security modules to guarantee ultimate security 
for each transaction and encrypted cardholders’ 
data.

Rich payment network

Integration of payment processors, acquirers, and 
other payment service providers is on us. You get 
a solution that supports an exhaustive list of 
payment & payout methods, currencies, and 
valuable tools for your customers.

https://corefy.com/
https://corefy.com/contact-us


Features
One integration with our platform will bring you an extensive set of smart tools for providing high-quality 
service. Our White label payment provider package includes tools for:

Accepting payments & making payouts, including instant, batch, recurring, and subscription 
payments, using a high-end Checkout page.

Smart processing via Routing & Cascading to increase the efficiency of each transaction.

Control and management of your merchants, payment flows, and all transactional data via a         
user-friendly Dashboard.

Why choose White label payment provider?
The main reason to opt for a white label business model in the payment industry is that it empowers you to 
start a business and earn money quickly. Corefy’s White label payment provider saves you up to several 
years of preparation, hiring a team of experts, purchasing the necessary equipment, and developing. It also 
relieves the burden of continuous maintenance and upgrading your services.

Schedule a demo
How to get started?
See how it works and ask any questions you might 
have on an online demo.
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